
The Place Where Strangers Hide

Through all of my tears, through all of my lies
Looking for that place where strangers hide

It’s just like a song with no rhythm or rhyme
Looking for that place where strangers hide

That place where strangers hide

In the Eye of the storm rain can’t even cry
Seeking to find where strangers hide

It’s a dream in a dream no one can arise
I’ve been caught looking for that place where strangers hide

That place where strangers hide

Through all of my tears, throw away all my time
In that place where strangers hide

Caught in that place where strangers hide
Caught in that place where strangers hide
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THE ESOTERIC.ARCANE SYMBOLISM BEHIND THE SONG

“Through all of my tears.” This is in reference to Yin internal
water, emotion and tears are also being torn, as tears of the
soul. It reflects the Emotive Waters, the Primal Water, ie,
the “water breaking” for birth. As R. Akiba said, “The Spirit
hovered over the Face of the Water. Then the Creator said…”
So we see, the WATER EXISTED BEFORE CREATION. The
space between Water & Spirit is AIR, the Primal Womb.

“Through all of my lies.” a lie is an illusion, duality, but it is
also a descriptive, how something lies, someone lies in sleeps.
So, is the lie an illusion or is it something you just don’t want
to “see” so you sleep through it, or are you “seeking” the
“truth” of the lie. If so, if you seek the WHOLE truth you
must understand BOTH sides of the Tree of Life, the right and
left path, the left path is the dark (not evil), it’s just that
place of shadows and repression that anyone going on a spiritual
journey will, and must encounter, to be “free” or get the
“elixir” of truth.

“It’s just like a song with no rhythm or rhyme.” This is the
Primordial Way, the beginning before word or structure exists,
ie, everything is just sound. This is the place the mystic,
artists, etc. go to bring the vision back to the tribe, as for
example the shaman. You go into the “cave” and bring back
the hidden treasure, but it’s dangerous. Many enter this cace
as the Tarot card “The Fool.” It’s a place infinity that the
true mystic does not just touch, but steps into. Some step
bravely, some naive, ultimately the place only contains what
you are, what you need and what you allow IF your freewill is
strong enough to endure it.



“In the Eye of the storm, rain can’t even cry.” This is the
3rd Eye that is clouded. The storm is a reference to Ezekiel's
vision in.of the Merkabah and the false-self that veils us from
truth. Rain.Reign the rulers, ie, your soul is losing its
ability.connection to feel empathy other than your own pain
and suffering, or you go to extremes of feeling and burnout
and “can’t even cry.” Can’t “EVEN” cry. “EVEN” as in
middle path, they can’t cry because their tears are starting to
become not their own, as when fame, or the strangers place
they have entered begins testing them for real. This is when
ghosts, adversaries and shadows appear through the tears of
the false-self being confronted.

“It’s a dream in a dream no one can arise.” We are asleep in
even in our dreams, and cannot arise because we cannot see we
are asleep or we cannot see a way out. This is the place
where you believe your trapped but really aren’t. This is the
test of your wisdom and insight, insight being your wisdom and
knowledge you gained through the experience. To arise is to
return to your Primal Essence, to be reborn from the
womb.water of the G-ddess/Cave and born into higher wisdom
out of naive ignorance. In Tarot, the Magician, a mystic, a
seer. IF YOU CAN SEE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
REFLECTION AND WHAT IS REAL, if you can go beyond the
veil & false-self. BUT you have to BOLDLY face YOUR own
shadows and transfigure them into the light they once were.

Karma’s are at play, hence the planet Saturn, which stands for
the Law, teaching hard lessons, time, ect. It represents sound,
as well, with its “rings” and the color black. Time is now
going by in this “place” you CANNOT control but must “out-
grow” to get out of it by learning to go beyond yourself and



seeing beyond the veils of illusions, the illusion YOU sought,
needed or went into.

“Through away all my tears. Throw away all my lies.” That’s
the emotion we wasted like water poured onto sand and the
tears of the soul. It’s also a prayer of someone wanting
someone to take away, ie, throw out their pain, but only they
can do it, but they’re believe they are trapped.

“Throw away all my lies,” but they return unto you if not
transfigured, ie, karma the “false-self” as in Hermetic Law.
You get trapped in the false that you ALLOWED, created and
became. Ultimately, that’s the place of the stranger. Most
find out too late. What they believed was true, was false,
but that falseness was ultimately there to teach them.
Unfortunately, by the time they realize this, they don’t have
the base, tools or wisdom to get out and hence are caught
NOT TRAPPED. It is also a reference to the “The Devil” card
in Tarot. On the card the two people have ropes around their
necks BUT the ropes are very loose, they COULD remove them,
themselves, but most do not, they are caught and the stranger
they created now hides within them.
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